The Next-Generation Email Security Conference
April 15 – 17, 2020 | Los Angeles, CA
Need Approval to Attend Trust 2020?
•
•

•
•

Hear from leading cybersecurity experts on their most pressing email security
challenges
Attend thought leadership sessions industry practitioners and visionaries to
understand how they protect against business email compromise and other
advanced threats
Meet with Agari professionals to discuss how to get the most from your Agari
solutions
Network with your peers to gain valued connections and inform your security
decisions

Regardless of your specific industry, Trust 2020 is the place to be for Agari customers.
It’s where you’ll develop connections and grow your knowledge to better face the
cybersecurity challenges we are all facing—both now and in the future.
You’ll meet the next generation of security leaders and learn more in a few days than
you could in a year at other conferences. Join us for Trust 2020, The Next-Generation
Email Security Conference.
The event itself is free to attend. If you need your supervisor’s approval to spend on
travel and lodging, use this sample letter to justify your trip.

Sample Letter to Justify Your Attendance at Trust 2020
Dear [Insert Name],
I would like to attend Trust 2020 in Los Angeles, California on April 15-17, 2020. A
conference specifically for Agari customers, this event brings together cybersecurity
leaders and practitioners in a collaborative environment. The schedule includes
demonstrations of the latest Agari solutions, numerous educational sessions on how to
protect our email environment, and several networking opportunities.
At a time where we are focused on staying secure, protecting our customers and
employees, and how other companies have successfully implemented email security
solutions. Attending Trust 2020 will help us explore new solutions so we can protect our
organization and outpace our competition. Here are three initiatives where we could
benefit:
•
•
•

[Add Project or Initiative]
[Add Project or Initiative]
[Add Project or Initiative]

My goal is to return with new knowledge that can serve us for years to come. When we
face a security challenge, something I learned or someone I met at Trust 2020 will be at
the top of my mind.
By attending Trust 2020, I will:
•
•
•
•

Learn from leading cybersecurity experts about the most pressing challenges
today
Identify how industry leaders are protecting their email environments from
business email compromise and other advanced threats
Meet with Agari experts to discuss how to get the most from our products
Gain connections to call upon when troubleshooting and planning new initiatives

The event is free to attend and offers discounted hotel rooms for my lodging. I think
you’ll agree that this is a small investment when we consider the value I can bring back.
Thank you for considering this request. I look forward to your reply.
Regards,
Your Signature

